
Oakleigh Locksmiths - Locksmith Services- Oakleigh

So you’ve lost the combination of your safe?
Don’t worry, you’re not the first person to
do it and you won’t be the last. Look at it
this way, at least you know that the safe
does what you paid for and your
possessions are safe!
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Lost Combination / Safe Malfunction

If you’re certain that the code you are using is the right one you may have a malfunction.
Either way we have an easy to follow 2 step guide to regain access to your safe:
Step 1 - Don’t panic
Step 2 - Call 03 9568 6344 to report the fault
What you do after that is up to you. Watch some television, read the paper, jump on the
internet (not literally), whatever. Once our qualified locksmith arrives he will do what he
does best. Upon gaining access to your safe he’ll run through the operation with you to
ensure you’re comfortable with using the unit and changing combinations.
We highly recommend that you have your safe serviced annually to ensure correct operation.
If you can’t remember the last time you had your safe serviced it may be beneficial to book
this in to be done at the same time to save another call out.

Safe Servicing

When was the last time you had your safe serviced?
You probably view your safe like a cupboard. You open it to put things in and close it to hide
things away. In reality the similarity ends there. Your cupboard has no moving parts except
for a set of hinges.
The truth is that your safe has more in common with an army tank than a cupboard. It’s built
to withstand an assault from the outside but has many internal components that need to be
maintained. All moving parts require lubrication and servicing on a regular basis to ensure
smooth and reliable operation. Without this preventative maintenance parts will eventually
cease up and / or wear out rendering the operation of the unit useless.



Safe Repairs

If you don’t feel that great you go to the doctor. If your safe isn’t working that great call us.
Waiting until it won’t open can be an expensive mistake to make. Once you are faced with a
lock-out it can often cost several hundred dollars just to get the safe open (often requiring
drilling), before repairs can even be made. Plus not only do you have to repair the original
problem, now you may also need to repair the drilled opening.

Safe Combination Changes

Some safes have mechanical combination locks that are user changeable. Others are
definitely best left to the professional! While the actual procedures may differ from one
manufacturer to another, the basic idea is the same.

Safe Installation

Safes really don’t provide much protection if someone can simply pick it up and carry it out
the door. To prevent this, small to medium sized safes should be bolted down to the floor

Note that Data Cabinets cannot be bolted down. They may be glued, but this will mean that
they would possibly need to be destroyed in the event of them having to be moved or
re-located.

Safe Sales

Oakleigh Locksmiths sell all types of safes. We can advise
you on the most suitable type of safe to suit your needs but
before we can there are some things that you will need to
determine.

 What is the cash value of the goods to be protected?
 What is the size of the goods to be protected?
 Is a Fire Rating required? If so will you be storing paper

or computer records?
 Where will the safe be located within the premises. We

recommend that the safe be bolted to a concrete base
or chemically bonded (permanent) if not installed to a
concrete base.

 What type of locking mechanism would you prefer?
Key lock, Combination Lock, Digital Keypad?

 Does your insurance company have any specific
requirements to reach certain cash rating levels?

Call Oakleigh Locksmiths today on 03 9568
6344 to book your service!
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